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LOUDSPEAKERS FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS OF THE YEAR UNDER $5000

 You may need to 
double check the 

price-tag here, such 
is the value on offer 
from Polk’s highly 

musical towers.

Polk

Moving up in scale to floorstanders 
now, we can immediately boggle 
at the value on offer from speakers 
that are here loaded with a 25mm 
terylene tweeter and a line of three 

6.5-inch mica-fortified polypropylene woofers, with 
a tower-style cabinet 113cm high, and coming in at 
$2799 the pair — so undercutting either of our winning 
standmount designs. How can this be?

You might point to pricier drive units in the 
standmounts, but you might also highlight Polk’s 
market power. Even before Sound United bought 
Boston Acoustics and B&W, its two speaker brands 
Definitive Technology and Polk Audio made it the 
largest supplier of hi-fi loudspeakers in North America. 
The resources behind the brand are substantial, and its 
scaling effective at creating products with apparently 
high value; manufacturing in China assists this further.

Take this upgrade to one of its best-selling models: 
it’s more like a whole new design. The ES60 replaced 
the outgoing S60, in the process gaining new bass/
midrange drivers, a new crossover, re-vamped internal 
bracing and a whole new exterior. The unusual 25mm 
terylene dome tweeter was kept, as was the cascading 
tapered crossover design and the fact that the cabinet 
is — despite its newly remodelled exterior — still a  
bass-reflex floorstanding one. It also has Polk’s latest 
‘Power Port’, a down-firing bass port that fires into a 
diffuser, spreading the bass in all directions.

This not only makes them easier to position, the 
resulting low-frequency performance proved excellent:  
bright, bouncy, highly dynamic and certainly extended. 
We played Esperanza Spalding’s ‘Songwright’s 
Apothecary Lab’, and the bass quality was obvious  
right from the opener Formwela 1, but there’s more 
(bass and piano) on Formwela 6, and it was stunning.

This was another of those 
speakers that performed so effectively 
we got all caught up in the music, 
rather than what the speaker was 
doing. That’s as it should be. Polk has 
been building speakers for 50+ years; 
it knows what people like in terms of 
sound quality — and when they ask 
for a price. The ES60s deliver on both 
counts. Info: au.polkaudio.com

FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS OF THE YEAR $5000-$10,000

ELAC

Modern décor has driven the move to tower 
speakers rather than the wider boxes of old. 
But tall thin towers generate difficult cabinet 
standing waves, and with multiple bass 
drivers it can be hard even to position the 

bass port without issues. Elac’s solution in the Vela FS 407 is to 
use two vents — one downfiring to enable easier positioning (see 
opposite), and a second vent at a point that has opposite phase 
excitation from the cabinet’s standing wave.

  That’s just one innovation whch assists these Elacs (the 
German company is more fully called Electroacustic GmbH) in 
their remarkable performance. Another is version five of Elac’s 
famed JET tweeter, which employs the innovation of squeezing 
sound from a concertina-like diaphragm which dates back to 
Oskar Heil’s Air Motion Transformer, first used in 1972. Various 
companies have since made their own versions, Elac very 
successfully, with the latest version claiming frequency response 
beyond 50kHz, and unmarred by the resonances that appear in 
dome tweeters. But it’s not entirely the extension that impressed 
us when listening, it was the smoothness and silkiness of the 
sound quality, even with high-frequency flute notes, which are  
as difficult for a tweeter to reproduce as for a flautist to play — 
yet the JET 5 tweeters did it beautifully.

Below is a pair of what Elac calls ‘crystal membrane’ cones, 
a 150mm (6-inch) sandwich design with a paper cone bonded 
to the back of a stamped aluminium cone, with extraordinarily 
wide rubber roll surrounds. With the 2.5-way arrangement, both 
of these cones deliver bass frequencies, but midrange frequencies 
are delivered only by the uppermost of the two cones.

It’s a recipe for success — you can instantly hear the 
immediacy of fundamentals, with no overtones or doubling at 
all. They deliver smooth, engaging sound across the entirety of 
the audio spectrum and look extremely attractive while doing it, 
being very slim towers exactly one metre high. They currently 
retail at $7995 the pair. More info: synergyaudio.com

Vela FS 407
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 Beautiful tower 
loudspeakers  

with Elac’s latest 
JET tweeters  
and overall  

a wonderfully 
smooth and  

engaging sonic  
performance.




